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I.

INTRODUCTION
In conventional super-Kaluza Klein theories |l] one way of obtaining

International Atomic Energy Agency

chiral fermions in four dimensions is to start from a tfeyl theory in even

and
dimensions (d « 6,8,10) and coupling vector fields (fundamental or composite)
United nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization
to the fermions.

For monopole or instanton solutions in the background,

chiral fermions emerge after compactification to d = 4
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In d= 6, an N = 2

[2,3],

chiral supergravity theory and its couplings to

matter supermultiplets have already been constructed

[3,4 ] .

This theory

has several unusual and welcome properties such as chiral fermions

d = 8

[ 3,5 ] ,

Minkowski compactification and a mass scale which iB not necessarily Plancklan.
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Unfortunately, however, the theory is plagued with anomalies
there are two chiral supergravities.
Abdus Salam

anomalous

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy
and
Imperial College, London, England

The

•

however,

.

In

d = 10,

N = 1 chiral theory [7] is

[8] moreover it has no eompactifications. The

theory [10] ,

*)

N • 2 chiral

most remarkably, is anomaly free [8] .

However, it is not known whether it can non-trivially contpactify to
d = 4

and

[11] .
For

gap.

E. Sezgin

d = 8

not much is known.

In this paper we wish to close this

At the beginning of our search we were especially motivated by two

International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste, Italy.
*) There exists an N = 4 chiral
which is anomaly free

[ 6 ] .

theory (at the linearized level) in

d = 6

However, it has no manifestly Lorentz

invariant action, and it is not known whether it compactifies to d = 4.
ABSTRACT
**) In this connection, see a recent paper of Green and Schwarz [ 9 ] who
SU(2)

gauged

H = 2

supergravity in

<3 = 8

is constructed by generalized
obtained the remarkable result that the type I superstring theory

dimensional reduction of

d = 11

supergravity on

relation between the field equations of the
gravities is established.
eompactifications of
(AdS)®S

or

d = B

SU(2)

group manifold.

and those of

& « 11

The
super-

As a byproduct of this, it is shown that certain

d = 11

AdS <# CP 2

supergravity give rise to anti-de Sitter space-time

(with or without

eompactifications of

d = 8

supersymmetry, while

AdS x S

supergravity.
has

N = 0

SU(2) instanton) or

H = 1

to

N = 1

d = 10

supergravity may be anomaly free but only for S0(32) or

Yan^-Mills group.

AdS ® S <$> S

The latter two solutions have no
or

corresponding to superaymraetric ten-dimensional Yang-Hills theory coupled

*••) The known eompactifications are:

(AdS) ® K

Tear drop [12 ]

{Minkowski)

x

(i.e. a two dimensional topologieally non-compact surface

with finite area and

U(l)

isometry group).

MIRAMARE - TRIESTE
October 198*4

To be submitted for publication.

[ll],

supersymmetry.
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facts, (a)

The anomaly situation is far better in

d = 8, compared to

charged

vector fields, or antisymmetric tensor fields to Yang-Mills gauge

d = 6, 10. ( Tr^ gravitational anomalies are absent [8 j , gauge anomalies

fields

can be cured .-/,th relative sase [13].)

Thus, we cannot

theory coupled to minimal
(Minkowski)^ x S

SU(2)

with an

d = B

A chiral

SU(2)

Kills sector.

is possible.

Kaluza-Klein

instanton configuration on
d = 4 [14 ].

3

would

SU(2)

Yang-

d = 4

On the negative side, however, we do not find Hinkowski

in the future.

These aspects may not

After presenting our model, we shall have more to

d = 11

d = 8

are no worse than

[15] . One can regard an

non-trivial truncation of the

d = 11

language for studying some of the

d = 8

but remarkable result

manifold.

d = 11

theory to

d = 8

However, according to a much neglected

of Scherk and Schwara [ 20] , this is not necessary

This is so essentially because, according to what they called

on the internal coordinates for the fields so that the symmetries of the
higher dimensional theory carry over to symmetries of the lower dimensional

theory, which provides a

d = 11 problems

theory.

theory as a
d = 8

Starting in

d = 11, by using Scherk-Schwarz generalized dimensional

reduction scheme we in fact obtain an

(such as compactification,

or chirality) more conveniently.

supergravity in

d = 8.

SU(2)

gauged

N = 2

by considering the field content of the

d = 8, N = 2

We begin

theory which can be

and is given by [16 ]

consistent

Remarkably, the so called T-tensor [21,22,19] which

is a certain function of the scalars, naturally arises in

Our construction and results can be summarized as follows.

d = 11

Now, no compactification of the

is known, (It may very well not exist.)

one, and the latter are sufficient to decouple ghosts and tachyons from the

In a sense, the problems which arise in

easily deduced from

supergravity, especially

generalized dimensional reduction, one can introduce a special dependence

say on this in Sec. V.

those which arise in

d = 11

for consistency, at least in the case when the internal space is a group

instanton induced compactification to

compactification, nor do we find chiral fermions.

proceed by ignoring the

solve this problem.

In this paper we answer this question in affirmative.
SU(2)

[18,19]. (One quickly runs into inconsistencies in the field equations.)

in view of the fact that a consistent and appropriate truncation of it may
4

Thus it was natural to ask

supergravity theory could be constructed with an

Furthermore,we show that

persist

d = 8

Yang-Mills, compactifying on

certainly lead to chiral fermions in
if

(b)

d = 8, and we

find a potential which has exactly the same form as was found in

d = 7

gauged supergravities [ 22,19] .

This observation should be useful in

uncovering the relation between

d = 11

supergravity, and gauged

S0(8)

supergravity of de Wit- Njcolai in four dimensions [21 ] where the T-tensor

Cv<

occurs.
Having obtained the

The spinorsare pseudo-Majorana [17] and the bosons are real.
morphisai group of the superalgebra is
* u
x

(a = 1,2)

is a 2-spinor,

x

.

SL)(2).

With respect to this

(i = 1,2,3)

as

5+1+1

is a vector-spinor,

d = 8.

A*
pv

Anticipating an

coset structure for the scalars, [ 16] they must then- transform
under

SU(2).

consistent interactions of the fields listed

SU(2)

above , directly in

The reason is that it is not known, in general, how to couple

- 3 -

SU(2)

gauged

d = 8

theory, we then examine

the field equations, and we establish a relation with the corresponding field
equations in
of the

d = 11. [ 23 1

d - 11

Using the relation from the compactifications

theory which involves a 3-dimensional internal space either

as a factor in a product space or as a fibre-space in a seven dimensional
fibre bundle
to

It is a formidable problem to construct the most general
gauged

SU(2),

I

is a triplet, and the vectors split into two triplets.
SL(3,R)/SO(3)

The auto-

d = 4.

AdS x S

[24] , we deduce various compactifications of the
( AdS x CP

or

AdS x S 4

with/without

SU(2)

d = 8

theory

instanton, and

x S ) . This generalizes the results of Pope and Nilsson [ 25 ] , who

established connections between the compactifications of the
gravity and those

d = 11

super-

which are obtained from it by torus compactification.

- 4 -

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec, II the d = 11 auper-

R =^ ^ c

gravi-ty action is reduced on an SU(2) group manifold to d = 8. In
Sec.

(3.b)

Ill, the generalized dimensional reduction of the supersymmetry

transformation rules is carried out.
connection with

the field equations, and

The spin connection i s defined by

d = 11 is discussed, various spontaneous eompactification

schemes are found.
problems.

In Sec.IV

In Sec. V we remark further on our results, and open

The results for the SU(2) gauged

N = 2, d = 8

action and
where the Ricci r e l a t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s

transformation rules are collected in the Appendix.

II.

DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION OF d - 11 SUPEBG3AVITY TO

(A)

Boeonic Sector:

After

d - 8

are

some manipulations, the curvature s c a l a r can now be w r i t t e n as

[20]

(6)

The key»point which simplifies dramatically the

computation of dimensional reduction is to work in the tangent space [20] .

BC

The bosonic part of d = 11 supergravity Lagrangian [15] in the tangent

where

u = r\ "__,

• Thus, the dimensional reduction of the curvature

space reads

scalar amounts to dimensional reduction of the spin connection coefficients
which are defined in terms of the vielbein and its Inverse.

<n
Where

V = det V

At this point

we adopt the ansatz of Scherk-Schwarz [20] for the vielbein given by

V*

, and

V,CDJf

(7)

(2)
where

u, a = 0,1

7,

a, i = 8,9,10, and L

is a unimodular matrix
a

Here

9 =V 8 ,
A
AM

A, B ...= 0,1,...10

, N, ...= 0,1,...10

are the curved indices,

are the flat tangent space indices, and

torsion free spin connection defined below.

V
is the
ABC
The flat Lorentz metric is
representing five scalars of the d = 8 theory.

chosen to be

n
=(-++...+).
AB

is the sixth scalar which

arises in the gravity sector, and the exponentials in (7) are chosen in

of Ref. [20] , the definitions of various geometrical objects will be given
here for/reader's convenience.

•

Since this choice differs from that

The Riemann tensor and the curvature scalar

are

such a way that the d = 8 Hilbert - Einstein action has the canonical form.
Most importantly,the objects defined in (7) have the following coordinate
dependences [20];

6

-

V

(3.a)

{9.a,

7*
- 6-

cosmological constant, since the reduced theory is not in

A;

O.b)

d = B

*)

SU(2)

.

We now proceed to calculate the

symmetry.

d = 8

d = 4, but in

theory with the local

First, it is useful to know the inverse vielbein given by

(9.c)

where

x labels

d

8

of d = 11 space-time.

T h e matrix

which is taken to be an

where

f

space-time, while

SU(2)

y

refers to

x , x

and

e'

x

U (y) is a n 3 x 3 invertible matrix,
a

group element in this paper.

(12)

Hence, [20]

are proportional to the structure constants of

(10)

where

(11)

In fact,

SU(2),

coset.
Here

e

is the usual invariant tensor of

arbitrary gauge coupling constant, and
convenience.

Note that although

U

-2*c

is

SU(2), g

is a dimensionless

y-dependent,

f

is not.

proof of this can be found in standard textbooks on group theory

repeated here.

(b)

in the transformation laws,
in the reduced theory.

The

f

afl

(a)

allows the factorization of the

(c)

y-dependence

ensures the absence of ghost particles

The authors of Ref. [20] also require a vanishing

[ 20 ] ,

which in"the present case is nothing but the 2-dimensional Poincare group

and

y

directions. [27]

plane, and the two translations in the

'

*} Since, one looks for the spontaneous compactification of the
down to

represents the structure constants of a semi-simple

y^ - y 2

(14.b)

preserves the

Lie.group .This leads them to consider the so called flat groups

i.e. rotation in the

(14.a)

4-n £*

has

coemological term in the reduced theory, something which cannot be
achieved if

CAB

[20 ] ,

by Scherk and Schwarz [20 ] , and will not be

It suffices to recall that, the ansatz

number of physical modes,

(9)

SL(3,E)/SO(3)

Using Eqs. (7)-(12) and the definition of <•>
, it is straightCAD
as projected to d = 8. The

(see for

example Ref, [26] ) . The motivation for the ansatz described in
been discussed extensively

can be considered as a representative of the

forward to compute the components of
result is

is introduced for later

Lo

y

In this paper, we do not require a vanishing

d = 4, it may even be necessary to start with a non-vanishing

cosmological constant in
does have

d = 8.

Moreover, even if the resulting

a non-vanishing cosmological constant of

AdS

d = 4 theory

variety, a stable

field theory can still be set up in such backgrounds as has been shown by
Breitenlohner and Freedman [28]. Of course, a large cosmological constant
would still be unwanted, unless one deals with preon theory, or invents a
mechanism which would flatten the AdS space to Minkowskian one.

- 7 -

d = 8 theory

- 8 -

T
m

(14.c)
(18)
(14.d)
where

:*/i

T = T

iJ i

a
6

,

e = det e

IJ

UJ>M * -- e

V

i
, and

H = R

vAv

uv
g

.

It is remarkable

(14.e)
that the potential has the exact form that was found in Refs. [22,19]
the case of

gauged

d = 7

supergravity theory.

close relation between the

d = 7

theory of Ref. [ 22] , and the

supergravity
where

a'
cab

is the torsion free spin connection in

d = 8, and

F • e e F
ab
a b ab

and

^v> * °^ nv

Furthermore,

P

aij

^
= e P
a nij

\ A" > j f <oy A * /ly

and

M
<J . , = e Q
'aij
a uij

S0(4)

P ..

Q

d = 11

Turning now

to the second term in Eq.{l), firstly it is convenient
#)
to make the following field redefinitions

(19.a)

"

(15)

(19.b)

are defined as follows:

is the symmetric and traceless, while

The suggests a

[l5 ] .

U Lj. Wvwhere

in

(19.C)

is the antisymmetric

(19.d)

part of the left-hand side of Eq.(16), which can be considered to describe
the Cartan decomposition of the

SL(3,R)/S0(3) coset.

P

and

Q

, of

Similarly, the field stregths in the

d = 8 curved space can be defined as

course, depend on the scalars parametrizing this coset, as well as the SU(2)

gauge fieldB A™

A further definition is that

[22,19]

- . e

e^

(17)

Note that the contraction is with the Kronecker

S

(20.a)

(20.b)

irl LUf F^- =

Substitution of

*)

(2O.e)

the Latin connections given in (14) into the curvature scalar given in (6)

(20.d)

now yields the results *

») I =

d8x

B J point.
j
this

d 3 yoL.

_ B

where

P=

d yU(y). See Ref. [20] for details on

•) Note that with each

e (L a ) a factor of

j

- 9 -

- 10 -

e

(e

) is associated.

Using (19) and (20) in the definition of F
ABCD

\ 3

y , L.f.-

F^

iV.

indeed factored out in the transformation laws, as promised.
under
The action is also invariant^the antisymmetric gauge transformations

given in (2),one finds

(21.a)

originating from the d = 11 law ; SV

= 33[HAMP1

"

Ex

Pressin@

this law

in tangent space, and performing field (and parameter) redefinition as in
(21.b)

(19), theae transformations in d = 8 become [20]

(23.a)

F^.rf

/SMV

(23.b)

An example of the covariant derivative is

f 1 -IK f ^

f
/^, B v f ^

(23.c)

(22)

Note that the "F B" terms in (21), i.e. the analogues of Chern Simons

where all the fields and parameters depend only on x . Again the y-

forms, arise from the connection term in (2). Using Eqs, (20.c), (20.d) and

dependence has factorized.

(21), it is,

straightforward

third term of the bosonic
for

In closing this section, we note that the field strengths defined in

to dimensionally reduce the second and

action in Eq.(l).

Together with the expression

R given in Eq.(18), the total bosonic Lagrangian of the SU{2) gauged

d = 8 supergravity is then obtained.

(21) are invariant under

Z -transformations, and covariant under

A—

transformations [20]; moreover they satisfy the following Bianchi identities:

The result is exhibited in the
(24.a)

Appendix.
It is important to realize that

the action is invariant under the
(24.b)

K-transformations given by [20 ]

(24.C)

(22.a)

These equationswill be useful in the derivation of the field equations, in
(22

-b)

(22.c)

Sec. IV.
(B)

Fermionic Sector:

The complete fermionic part of the d = 11 super-

gravity Lagrangian [15 ] is given by
(22.d)

These laws are obtained from the general coordinate transformation of V
in

d = 11, by using (7) and (9), and by assuming that
(x,y) = U~

B

(y) E

E,V (x.y)

), Note that the y-dependenee has

- 12 -

In general, the dimensional reduction of
D

(25)

n

denotes the gravitino field, and all the quartic fermion terms

have been explicitly exhibited.

The covariant derivative in (25) is [ 20 ]

supergravity to a dimension

would involve the field redefinition

K •/(»"«>

where

d = 11

(30)

Xi

The field redefinitions given in Eq. (29), and the components of the spin connection
given in Eq.(14), upon substitution into Eq.(26) yield the "field strengths"

(26)

with torBion free spin connection

(31.a)

ai

as defined in (4). The virtue of
ABC
this covariant derivative is that it commutes with the
r -matrices:
[ D , r ) = 0. The field strength
A
D
obey the algebra

F
ABt*D

is defined in (2). The

r-matrices

(31.b)
(27)

A convenient representation for these

f -matrices is

(2B.a)

(26

-b)

It
Starting with the gravitino kinetic term, one soon discovers that
there is a mixing between

t

and

r

•.. [29 ] . To bring the fermion

kinetic terms into canonical form the following field redefinition

is

required
Antisyrametrization in

ab

and

ij on

( 31,b), respectively is understood.
(29)

the right-hand sides of (31.a) and

The Lorentz

derivatives are

= t

- 14 - 13 -

(J SU(2)

covariant

where
P

yij

and,
, Q , are defined in (16). Defining
:
Uij

ti = e ii , and using (31)
y
(i a

and .(20).,. -from ,fche .j£r?t three terins in (25} y after considerable algebra one
obtains the complete fermionic Lagrangian in
fermion terms.

d = 8, modulo the quartic

The result is exhibited in ;the Appendix.

5

is the supersymmetry parameter,

covariant derivative, and

\

= - X •
BA

AB
parameter.

D

4

is the

is the torsion free
S0(l,10) Lorentz

group

To put the gravitino transformation law into canonical form,E

must be redifined,

T o obtain the
(34)

quartic fermion--terms one mu^t insert (29) into- the' d = 11
O f «fhich are given explicitly in (25).
'tedious

quartics. all

This is a straightforward but extremely
The

process, and as it will not; be needed in what follows we .shall

Skip it.

-

at

component of

(33-a) now reads

(35)

where
III.

DIMENSIONAL REDUCTION OF SUPERSYMMETRY TRANSFORMATION LAWS
In this section, in addition to the supersymmetry

laws, it also is important

which breads the

SOU.IO)

Lorentz group to

V

the redefined local

= -X 1

ba

f

(36)

= 0j has been chosen

E0(l,7) x S 0 ( 3 ) .

In order to

The

ia

projection of (33.a) tells us that in order to preserve the

triangular gauge

V

= 0, the Lorentz parameter

X.

must be fixed as

This will affect the supersymmetry transformation laws of all

A "in = - Itf*. X i

those fields which transform under the Lorentz group.
:

\'^

Lorentz transformation parameter [29,31,32] ,

The

preserve this gauge the off-diagonal part of the Lorentz group has to be
fixed (30] ,.

30(1,7)

trapsformation

to consider the Lorentz transformations.

reason is that in E q . ( 8 ) , a triangular gauge,

Eqs.(7)', (12), (29) and (34) have been uaed, and

(37)

' T o begin, the combined supersymmetry and Lorentz transformation rules

of the

d = 11

The

theory are [15]

ft, ••»•

(33.a)

ai projection of (33.a)

Appendix.

Considering the

one finds

6<f

gives
ij

L

SA

projection of (33.a) and tracing with

which is given in the Appendix,

which is traceless in

ij

reads

(33.b)

- 16 - 15 -

which is exhibited in the

.ij

&

Finally the part of (33.a)

where the first part is symmetric and traceless in
SL(3,R)/S0(3)
S0(3)

coset, while

ij, thus it lies in the

i B the redifined composite local

, .

fKtf

par;, eter,
v (

'"

(39)

(40.a)
Turning to (33.b)

and

recalling the field redefinitions given in (23), (29)
7 a

and (34), a straightforward algebra yields the superaymmetry
rules for

B, B

. B

and

B

.

'

transformation
-i

The results are given in Appendix.

Note that the first terms on the right-hand side of
SB , fiB
Ma
VVa
M i
SB
have originated from the
e se
terms in (33.b).
yva
a
H

It

and

As to the gravitino transformation law, again using Eqe.(23), (29)
and (34), after some algebra, one finds the result for
which is given in the Appendix.

6*

and

ly

The terms which are trilinear in the fermionic

fields have not been given, and all of them can be derived from

(i) the use

of (29) and (34) in the explicitly cubic fermion terms in (33.c) (ii) the use of
(7).(12),(33.a),(33-1) and (34) in the

e™ (Se®) n

A

(40.b)

term in (33.c)

MB

(iii) the use of (34), (36), (37) and (39) in the Lorentz transformation
1
CD
r
ln
t33c
*
%
>

IV,

SPONTANEOUS COHPACTIFICATION OF

D = 8

SUPERGRAVITY

We Bhall first give the field equations of the
then comment on their derivation.

d = 8

+

3'

theory, and

The bosonic field equations of the gauged

(40.d)
N = 2

d = 8

supergravity are

(40.e)

-17 -

- 18 -

(40.c) are

R

precisely

v, - -

M

M N a b -2k t /3
V V ee e
,
MN a b u v

N -2k 6 /3
v

e

e
' , respectively. One vay to understand these connections
VV e
MN i a
is to relate the Euler-Lagrange variation of d = 8 action to that of

R
(40. f)

d = 11.

Denoting the latter by

I, the chain rule gives

(40.g)

+
The field equation for
equation.

4.

t

li

has been incorporated into that of L "
a

Accordingly, the trace of (40.b) yields the

v; K ^ iL , ii_

* -field equation.

£f

Eq.(40.a) is obtained by varying the d = 8 action with respect to g U V
and eliminating the potential term by using the ^i -field equation. The
variation
L. 5L , which gives Eq.(40.b) is straightforward . The A "
1
aJ
p

A;
(42)

equation, (4O.c), involves extremely cumbersome calculations, which have been
simplified by using gauge invariance arguments.

In deriving Eqs. (40.d) -

(40.g), the Bianchi identities,Eqs.(24) have been used.
terms

The "GF" and "GT"

in these equations arise from the variation of the Chern-Simon forms.

-d=ll
It should be emphasized that

I

d=8
(* (x,y)) = 1

(<t> (x))

special y-dependence the fields, generically denoted by

due to the
* U,y>. have

The form of the field equations suggests a close relation with those
of

d = 11

shows that

theory.

assumed.
equation

In fact, a closer inspection of Eqs. (4O.a)-(40.g)

they can be obtained directly from the field equations of

d = 11

Hence, Eq.(42)
gives the relation between the d = 8 field
\i\>
This
, and eleven dimensional one 61/6g
61/6 g
also
argument can/be applied to the other field equations.
The connection with the

supergravity given by
r-

d = 11

that those compact!fying solutions of

-fOtT

»r

(41.a)

theory discussed above, also suggests
the d = 11

supergravity which contain

a three-dimensional manifold as a part of the seven-dimensional product
space, or as a fibre space in a seven-dimensional fibre bundle, will also
form a compactifying solution to the

of. i

-

UJ*

r

' W*E

(41.b)

happen it is important that the
If

M
where
to

N

B ^ = Vft V B R ^ ,

M
^ = v^ 3 ^.

Projecting the free indices of Eq.(4l)

d = 8, and using the definitions of y-independent fields

given in

d=8

field equations, (4O.a)-(4O.g).

The GF and GT terms of

Eqs. (l40.a)-(l|0.g) are seen to arise from the spin connection terms of C'tl.b).
Especially, it should be noted that the terms which do not contain the field

SU(2) coupling constant

d = 8 theory is just the

dimensionally reduced on

Eqs, (19) and (20), the Latin spin connections, (14), one finds precisely
the

g = 0, then the

d = 8 gauged theory.

S 1 ® S 1 (SJ51.

d = 11

U(l) (S) U(l) S ) U ( D

bundle

over

B

is non-vanishiriR •

d = 4, for there is

(a 4-dimensional internal manifold)

for which all the eigenvalues of the Ricci tensor of
the

g

supergravity

Pope and ITilsson [£5] have argued

that such a theory cannot compactify non-trivially to
no

For this to

B are positive. In

g = 0 case, indeed we have not succeeded in solving the background

field equations, in agreement with the result of Ref. [ 25 ] .
the following

g will always

be taken to be non-vanishing.

strengths of the B-fields (i.e. the G-terms) in Eqs. (40.a), (40.b) and

19 i m * > ••>•••«•«

Therefore, in

The severl-dimensional homogeneous product spaces which compactiJV the
d = 11 theory, a la Freund-Rubin [ 33] , and which contain a three-dimensional
4
3
2
3
2
2
3
factor, are S <3F)S , CP ® S
and S ® S Sf S [ 24] . These solutions

(43.c)

have no supersymmetries, and they are unstable [ 34 ] . The seven dimensional

(43.d)

fibre- bundles witii

SU(2) (or S0(3)) fibres which compactify the d = 11
7
theory a la FKeund-Rubin are: (a) Round S [33,35] which can be regarded
bundle over S'.
j
.
as SU(2y (b) Squashed S [ 36] which is SU(2) bundle over S
with
squashed metric,

(c) N

spaces, which can be considered as S0(3)
NPqI"

bundle over

CP [ 37j . (d) Squashed

bundle over

CP , but with squashed metric.

S , CP

SU(2)

or S

instanton.

()S

where

[37,38] which is again S0(3)

m

and c

are constants, and the unmentioned fields vanish Eqs. (1*3.a) and (43.b)

follow from Einstein

equation, while {k3 .e) is implied by the scalar field

equation . Substitution of this ansatz into the supersymmetric variation

Thus the candidate compactifying solutions to d = 8
4
2
2
2
4
are:

(43.e)

with no instantons; and S

supergravity
2

or CP

of

x ,> given in the Appendix, yields the result

with

, 0 V, f -

tt

(44)

Although the compactifications without instantons would

be descending from unstable solutions of the

d = 11 theory, it is not ruled
which cannot

out that the unstable modes are truncated in the effective

be vanishing for non-trivial

e

, Thus, S

coropactification is

d = 8 theory.
non-supersymmetric,as expected.

The bosonic symmetry of this solution is

Therefore, compactifications with or without instantons will be considered
S0(5) g)S0(3), where
below, though
fermion

S0(5)

is the isometry group of S , and S0(3) is

the emphasis will be on the first, in the light of chiral

problem, and the fact that all the

d = 11 compactifications

the

Yang-Mills group of the

(B)

CP compact!fication:

d = 8 theory.

they

are related to are stable [38 ] . We now proceed to examine those cases

The ansatz is exactly the same as in (43) with the exception that the

separately.
4
(A) S Compactification:

Ricci tensor R

now is that of the

It is a simple matter to check that the following ansatz is a
*)
solution of the background field equations, (40) :

CP

metric.

(45)

(43.a)

Although the Ricci tensots of
Riemann tensors do not.
the CP

metric gives

While

4
S

2
and CP
have the same eigenvalues, the
4
4
2
S
metric implies, Rjj^n (3 )= 2m

t39 ] ,

(43.b)

*) In the rest of this section; v

. .,3,

p= 4

7,
i

T

v _v4

Y7
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5®

V

i = 8,9,10,
. 0 1
3

where

J

2
is the complex structure on CP . Eq.(44) continues to hold.

Thus, there are no supersymmetries. The bosonic symmetry is SU(3) fiSU(2),

2
2
(C) S g? S Compactification:
Eqs. (43.a,c,d,e)
remain the same, while (43. b) is replaced by

In fact, J
by

n

is

nothing but the 't Hooft symbol [41] usually denoted

. I t further satisfies the relations:

(47)
2
2
labels the first S , and v v
labels the second S . Since
2
2
(44) still holds, S x S
is non-supersymmetric. The bosonic symmetry now

where M M
is

(50)

The fields unstated in (48) have vanishing background values. Inserting the ansatz,(l»8),
into the field equations, we see that Einstein's equation yield*

S0(2) ®i SU(2) ® S U ( 2 ) .
-4

.

-L-

(51)

4
(D) S

plus on
Let

SU(g)

g

and

instanton compact!fication:
F

be non-vanishing ,and moreover let the only

while the scalar field equation gives

MVPO

other nonVanishing
SU(2)

background field be

F_

and taking the value of an

self-dual instanton with unit charge, k = 1, on 5 4

ensatz can then be stated- as follows (henceforth

(52)

- if -

[14,40,41] . The

K = l):
Eqs[51)

and (52) give two solutions.

(48.a)

(61

3 V , 2"

(53)

(48.b)
Therefore

g

and

a

are related to m

as follows:

(48.c)

1

CA)

(54)

(48.d)
(55)

vT
where
of

a

is the radius of

S ,

From Eqs. (51) and (52) it appears that these two solutions are
7
7

J?. is a triplet

related to the round

( o= 1,2,3) covariantly constant complex structures obeying the

S

and squashed

scale of the
(49)

SU(2)

instanton.

d = 11 super-

As is well known [36,43] , on

(51) and {52) are equal).

In one case (Eq. (53.a) )one has the

there

S , in the

S .

The bosonic symmetry of our solutions is S0(5).
0, henceforth, without loss of generality!25]•
- 23 -

S

are two values of these scale which give Einstein's metrics (i.e. L.H.S, of

other case (Eq.(53.b)) the squashed
=

solutions of

gravity, since the left-hand side of (51) and (52) can be interpreted as the
4
3
values which the Ricci tensors on S
and S
assume, and ga is the

quaternion algebra [41,42 ]

*) /i|i\

S

- 24 -

To find the super-

symmetry of these solutions, consider first the condition

is clearly not a solution. If one inserts the "squashed" solution, (55)

jx . = 0

into (61) one obtains

(63)

where only Eqs . [48 ] have been used .Defining [2E|

which cannot be satisfied for either eigenvalue of

r

(57)

Q.

In summary, among

the four solutions given in (54) and (55), only the one for which
2 2
g = + 4m , 4m a = 1
possesses
the N = 1 supersymmetry, while the
others have no supersymmetry.

For the

N = 1

supersymmetric case we have

checked that no further conditions on the parameters arise from the

one finds

and

6+

=0

equations.

$ty
V

=0

In fact, in all the cases studied so far

\i

(58)

[ 25,44] , once 6 x = 0
as well.

which implies

holds, the equations

i\|(

It would be interesting to prove that.a relation

equations, in general. (In fact, such a relation was

0+

= 0 = d(i_

hold

exists among these

found in

a = 4

N = 2

supergravity [45].)

- O

(59)

(E)

CP plus an

SU(2)

ijistanton compactificatlon:

In this case the only non-vanishing structures are
Moreover from the definition of

Q, and using the properties of

J

in Eqs.(49) and (50) one finds:

K^y

Q

has the eigenvalues

(64.a)

Cf

(60)

Thus

- - 11 «.

J^

(-4, - 4 , - 4, 12). Eq.(56) can now be

(64.c)

written as
(64.d)

;

(61)

5 xc - 4 f **

In the case of Eq.(54), this equation yields
Here
(62)

7—
is anti-selfdual 't Hooft tensor [ 41] : i £
S
-n
MJ
.
.
2
pvpa pa
This tensor obeys the same relations that n_ooey. The ansatz
(64.c)

where ±

refers to the sign of

eigenvalue

12

of Q

g

in Eq. (54), Thus, for

solves Eq,(62), while the eigenvalue

- 25 -

g = + 4
- 4

of

Km,

Q

the

can be motivated as follows. Firstly, the factor
i
i
expression for A
is chosen so that F ™
is related
2
tensor on CP :

- 26 -

—

in the

28

to the Hiemann

(65)

From the results of Ref. [37,38]
010
to the

N

, while Case A.

compactifications [38] of
To simplify this expression, one notes that in terras of the self-dual
CP

is associated with the squashed
d = 11

supergravity.

N

The bosonic symmetry of

Weyl
our solutions is

tensor on

one finds out that Case a is related
010

SU(3).

To decide the supersymmetry of these solutions it

[39]
is simplest to first consider the condition

6 x

- °

which reads

(66)

the Riemann tensor reads

(73)

where only Eqs.(61») have teen used.

Defining

(67)

Substituting this into (65) it is seen the Weyl

term drops out due to the
2
fact that we have chosen the anti-self dual connection on CP . Thus one

obtains the expression for

F

aa given in (64.c).

(74)

it follows that

•v

With the ansatz

(75)

Q £ ^

stated in (64), the Einstein equation yields
Thus
(68)

=

O
(76)

while the scalar field equation yields
On the other hand, from (75) and (76) it follows that
(69)

"

-

O

(77)

Eqs. (68) and (69) have two solutions:
which implies that
(70)

Thus, 8

a

are related to

m

i

^

1M X; = ifV(71)

(72)

- 27 -

has eigenvalues

( 4, A, 4, - 12).

Noting that (73)

leads to

as follows:

-

Q

for

the

g 2 aa 2

=

g

c a s e

one

(78)

i?
fi n( js

=

O

- 28 -

(79)

where the
(71).

±

corresponds to the two possible values of the

g given in

Since (79) cannot be satisfied for either value of g and Q,

concludes that the "background for Case A has no supersymmet.ry.

one

A similar

result is easily established for the Case B, given in (72).

Another open problem of interest is to find out whether the S or

CP eompactifications without SU(2)instantons are stable or not. If stability
can be found here, in view of the fact that the S

©

S

compactification of

d = 11 supergravity is unstable, i t would signify a very remarkable truncation
phenomenon, vhich would be of u t i l i t y in the study of alternative KaluzaKlein supergravity theories.

V.

COMMENTS
Can chirality arise in a preonic interpretation of the d = 8 theory?

In this context, we recall that in A = k N - 8 supergravity the scalars are
described by the coset E_/SU(8), where SU(8) is a chlral composite local
symmetry acting on Major ana spinors.
in 56 of 3U(8)).
^*

context in Ref.!46.
here also.

(Gravitlnc- is in 8^, and the spinors

This chiral SU(8) symmetry has been considered in preonic
*)
How starting with d = 8 a similar situation exists

As was conjectured by Cremmer and independently by Julia [16],

in addition to the SL(3,R)/S0(3) coset structure, the two scalars of the
theory, B and

$, must belong to an SU(l,l}/U(l) coset in d = 8 and there-

by exhibit a global hidden SU(l,l) symmetry acting on the bosons and
composite local U(l) acting on the fennions.

This U(l) coupling will be chiral

in the sense that the SU(l,l) algebra is realized by
If the scalar fields

it

and t T ,T I" .

B, if could be used for "tear-drop" compaetification,

we may even expect this ehirality to carry through to d = 6, in analogy
with Kef.12.

We do not know if this chirality may carry further to d = 1*.

Besides chirality, another major problem in Kaluza-Klein theories
is how to break the local Yang-Mills symmetries whcih arise from the symmetry
of the internal space.

What aggravates the situation is the lack of charged

massless scalars (or appropriate couplings of. them} in the effective theory
to trigger a Higgs mechanism.

Witten [2] has given an interesting example

for d = 8 Kaluza-Klein theory with fundamental SU(2} gauge fields, where
charged massless scalars in d = It do arise if a component of SU(2) gauge
2
2
fields takes the value of a aonopole configuration over S x S , with equal
monopole charge on each of the 2»spheres, It would be

interesting to see

whether such a scenario can exist in the d = 8 supergravity constructed here,
though ve expect difficulties in solving the scalar field equations in doing
this.

•) More recently^he

SU(5) ® SU(3) <g) U(l)

subgroup of SU(@-) has been

conjectured to arise as a composite symmetry from squashed seven-sphere
compaetification of

d = 11

supergravity, and this symmetry has been used

to construct preqnic models in d = 4

-29-

-30-

APPENDIX

The LaKrangian

^; J ^i7
Ut1* 3
The SupersymeM'try Transformations Laws

e;.
i)

t

i f = i £ <r<>t-

. £

r

\

^-J

7
X;
K

(

J L ( «,

i- f ^ v f

LFt- 8 - 4 J<r^A *x 1^ ( i- - f

. i j f^ 4 -, «-•

*)

Eq.(28.b) has been used, and the

y 's have been eliminated "by field redefinitions*
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